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THE ONE METHOD TO DECISION MAKING SUPPORT FOR 

FORMATION OF COMPLEX SECURITY INFORMATION 

PROGRAMS 
 

This article, written for analysis of a support decision-making approach. This approach can be used for the 

formation of complex information security programs, taking into account the threats and risks. This approach is based 

on the introduction of models and risks in the hierarchy of objective tasks and the goal evaluation of the tasks. Under 

the threat, we understand a condition of the environment, impacts the efficiency of the task. Complex goal-oriented 

program is executed in this environment. Risk is defined as a result of a random event that is caused by the influence of 

external relative factors. The event is a situation arises that affects the execution program. Threat models and risks have 

been proposed. The risk model is a risk factor, which is a random process and has a special goal. The threat is simulated 

by a special program, which is entered in the hierarchy of goals. 
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Introduction 

Problem solving of the state information security can be obtained with the use of decision 

support systems. Decision-making is a compulsory step in any purposeful activities. Thus in the 

conditions of limited resources of all kinds, and increase of activities is continuously increasing 

difficulty decisions that are made, and the requirements for their efficiency. 

The complex program to ensure information security is a set of activities united by unity of 

global goals and shared resources [1, 2]. The main objectives of the complex program to ensure 

information security development is a selection of programs to be included in the complex program 

and the resources distribution between programs. This complex program to ensure information 

security usually can be scheduled for long intervals of time, so we need to evaluate the effectiveness 

of programs in a given time interval. 

It is necessary to take into account the possibility of threats and risks during developing the 

complex program to ensure information security. Analyze their impact and on this basis provide for 

measures to counter them or eliminate them. 

We need to solve the following problems in the formation of the complex program to ensure 

information security considering the threats and risks: 

 we need to determine the quantitative characteristics influence of threats and risks to the 

effectiveness of the complex program to ensure information security; 

 we need to identify quantitative rates of the performance program considering threats and 

risks; 

 we need to divide resources between counter means of threats and risks, and programs with 

goal to increase information security. 

Known methods for solving the first problem include the identification of risks. This is a 

qualitative analysis. And also provide the probability estimation and the size of the possible 

damage. This is a quantitative analysis [3, 4]. However, the problem of estimation program 

effectiveness into account of risk cannot be solved and remains at the discretion of the expert - the 

decision maker. Moreover, the definition of damage in absolute terms is often impossible for the 

complex program to ensure information security. 
 

Main goal of the article 

The goal consists in developing of the support decision-making approach for the formation of 

complex information security programs, taking into account the threats and risks. And also we 

should work out mathematical threat models and risks. 
 

Main part 

The problem solving method of evaluating the relative effectiveness considering threats and 

risks kindly develop on the basis of the methods to solve this problem without taking into account 
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these factors. The most common methods today got a multicriteria evaluation of programs [5]. The 

area of their application delimited by two conditions which must be satisfied by a specific task. 

The first condition is the existence of multiple criteria, each of which can estimate a separate 

alternative.  

The second condition is the ability of decision maker to evaluate in some way each alternative 

on separate criterion. 

The first condition in the majority cases for the formation of complex programs do not 

performs because there are significant differences in the nature of the programs included in complex 

program. The second condition is very problematic, since the selection of the optimal alternative or 

ranking of a large number of variants requires taking into account of estimates for a large number of 

related criteria. This situation occurs when making decisions for the formation complex programs. 

Therefore, methods of decision support during the formation information security programs 

considering threats and risks can be developed by modification of the evaluation variants goal-

oriented methods [1, 2, 5].  The relative effectiveness of the programs should be evaluated as a time 

function, given at the planning interval [3]. Therefore, the possibility of taking into account the time 

factor in the evaluation of programs is fundamental for decision-making support tasks. 

The main idea of the proposed approach to the analysis of threats and risks impact is that the 

events which cause threats or risks are considered as an integral part of the program. This means 

threats or risks are part of the external environment impact program. Therefore, these program-

models of threats or risks are included in the hierarchy program objectives. [6] We link their links 

with other programs and objectives. Thus, each of the program-models of threats or risks has at 

least one goal or program, the achievement of which it has a direct impact. Following [6], we define 

such objectives direct above-goals program model threat or risk. The influence of the threat and / or 

risk, as well as other programs, evaluate the degree impact on the achievement of the main 

objectives of the program. The effectiveness of the program is estimated to provide on availability 

of threats and risks in view of their probability characteristics. Such approach makes it possible to 

divide resources to parry the threats and risks on a par with the dividing of resources to programs 

that make up their essence. 

To implement the proposed approach is necessary to solve a series of specific problems. The 

first is associated with the development of mathematical models of threats and risks. It allows 

include events that cause the threat and/or risk, in hierarchy of objectives. The essence of the second 

problem is to develop a method of impact quantitative evaluation of the threat and/or risk. The next 

problem is following. We should find ways to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the program at 

the presence of threats and risks. 

An analysis of threats can reveal certain properties that characterize this concept. Firstly, it 

should be noted that the threat is a consequence of the event which is the occurrence of the 

situation, that are affecting on the program execution. However, the threat is a result of the certain 

group activities of people. And the risk is mainly a result of a random event. Second, the intensity 

of the impact threat to the fulfillment of tasks is a random variable, which changes with the times. 

A common feature of the "threat" and "risk" concepts is the impact of the environment on 

program execution and the fact that they are the result of its impact on program execution. 

Based on the spent researches will formulate definitions. 

Definition 1. 

The threat is, affecting the task efficiency state of the environment in which the complex goal-

oriented program is executed. 

In addition, we can conclude about means neutralizing existence of the threats that have an 

impact on its level of risk. 

From this follows the possibility of the threat model construction, which represents a certain 

task. And there is at least one task or goal, the level of achievement of which depends on the 

execution level of the threat task-model. Also, a treat task-model may be subtasks as other objects 

that affect its efficiency, i.e. action to neutralize the threat. 

Thus, the threat model has all the properties of the problem with some features. 
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Defined in the relevant threat    a number       , which is called the degree of threat 

realization , with     , in the absence of the influence of threats and      at its maximum 

possible impact. In addition, we will characterize the threat    by probability    of its realization in 

time t. This value should determine the experts by using group methods of expert estimation [2,8].  

Definition 2. 

Particular influence coefficient     of the threat    on achievement of its direct above-goal    

(task level execution   ) are increasing the level achievement of the above-goal     task level 

execution   ), which has turned out as a result of the full realization of   . 

The article goes on, if this does not cause ambiguities, we will use the term "above-goal" to 

refer of goal. The treat task model direct influences the goal level achievement. And we will use the 

term task. This threat affects the level execution of the task. 

We need to adequately describe the support task of decisions concerning complex goal 

planning. This should be done taking into account the threats and risks. To do this, it is advisable to 

take into account changes over time their effects. Proceeding from this shall speak about 

instantaneous values at time t influence coefficient         of the threat    to achievement it direct 

above-goal   , which is defined by the following formula 

 

       {
                        

                  
     (1) 

 

here     – the stationary value of the influence coefficient for the threat    on direct above-

goal   ; 

   – the expert evaluation of the threat impact delay    on above-goal   ; 

  – the polynomial function, which describes the change in the threat impact coefficient along 

the time. 

Since reliable information as to the accuracy of expert evaluations of the polynomial 

coefficients          is missing, we define in the (1)             . We will only take into 

account the threat impact delay on its direct above-goal. Experts define this value. 

Stationary values of the influence coefficient                , direct sub-goal of the 

above-goal   , which can include threats satisfies the condition ∑ |   |  
     . 

In general threat    is direct sub-goal of several above-goal   ,   , …,   , …,   , and any 

above-goal    has some set {      } of alternative subsets for compatible direct sub-goal, 

         ,    . Therefore, there is a case when       ,       ,     and the same threat 

   will have different stationary values     ,      of influence coefficient on the same of it direct 

above-goal  , have been calculated for different alternative subsets    ,    . 

If achievement of the sub-goal    is promote to achievement of the direct above-goal   , then 

it stationary value of the influence coefficient is       , otherwise       . The concept content 

of threat is clear and therefore partial coefficients of problem influence, which are corresponding 

threat models, are negative. At the beginning of process, the definition of the stationary value of the 

influence coefficient for sub-goal hierarchy must transformed in such a way, that stationary values 

of the influence coefficient to all sub-goal were positive. This can achieve by replacing sub-goals, 

which adversely affect the corresponding above-goal, sub-goals, which are their logical inversions. 

Now define the characteristics of the threat. The first characteristic that determines the type of 

threat is a way of conditions expression and consequences of its implementation. If the 

implementation conditions of the threat can express by result of the measurement for one, specific 

value of resource then such threat called quantitative by input, or threat is called qualitative by 

input. 

Since the influence of treat task-model on achievement their direct above-goal is negative, 

then in the worst case level of their performance without compensating effects taken equal to 1. 

This resource is defined as a quantitative expression of the threat compensation conditions, which 

results that the level implementation of treat task-model will be zero. A task resource, which is a 
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model of the threat "attacks on information resources" is the sum of separate attacks on the various 

elements of these resources. 

If the resource value of quantitative by input threat is known, such threat is quantitative by 

input certain. The resource value of such a threat is uniquely determined by experts when building a 

hierarchy of goals. If the value of its resource is unknown, then such threat is input threat 

quantitative by uncertain. For such threats are defined agreed generalized expert estimates of the 

resource value [1,8]. 

A treat task-model always is direct sub-goal some goal or objective. It is characterized by the 

result of its implementation. If the result of the full implementation of threat can be expressed by 

effect (the result of the measurement of one value), the threat is a quantitative by output, otherwise 

it is quality by output. 

In determining the degree of achievement of above-goal should take into account the effects 

of the achievement only sets of compatible goals. Since threat operates independently from 

performers, it should be considered compatible with each of the sub-goal. Therefore, the treat task-

model is included in each subset of the compatible sub-goal of above-goal towards which affects 

direct threat. Therefore, we can formulate the following definition. 

Definition 3. 

Direct sub-goal    and   , are including threats of some above-goal   , called compatible, if 

the achievement  of one does not exclude the feasibility of achievement another and there is 

incompatible in  otherwise. 

On the basis spent researches start creating a generalized threat model. The instant value 

      of degree threat implementation    at time t is defined as follows: 
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here    – the threat threshold   ; 

      ∑                – the function of degree threat implementation   ; 

k – the subset number     of compatible direct sub-goals of the threat   ; 

i – the sub-goal number       ; 

        – the instant value at time t of the partial sub-goal coefficient influence        to 

the threat achievement   , which calculated on condition, that the sub-goal    is considered as a 

subset element     of compatible direct sub-goals of the threat   ; 

      – the instant value of the degree achievement sub-goal    at the time t; 

    
       – the instant value at the time t of the partial sub-goal coefficient influence    

   , which negatively affects the threat   . 

Important special cases of threats are quasilinear threats and threshold threats. 
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The degree    of quasilinear execution of the treat task-model    is defined by the expression 
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here h – the subset number     of compatible direct sub-goal of the treat task-model   ; 

s – the sub-goal number         ; 

     – the particular influence coefficient of sub-goal          on threat achievement   . 

The expression for calculation    of the threshold achievement degree of the threat    is 

following 
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here   
  – set of sub-goal threat numbers    with a negative impact. 

Now we proceed to the development of the risk model. The concept of the risk is 

characterized by uncertainty, related to the possibility of adverse situations and their consequences 

problems during the implementation [3, 4]. In other words, a risk should be understood 

consequence of the random event that is caused by external factors to the program. This event is an 

arise situation which affects the program execution. The risk is the result of a random event that is 

to take place, or not. Thus, depending on is whether the developer optimistic or pessimistic, the 

essence of an event that causes the risk can be formulated as following way. In one case, such that 

its occurrence would cause a negative impact on the program execution, or such that it will have a 

positive impact. 

Depending on the nature of events which cause a risk we are distinguished: a technical, 

technological, political, economic, military, financial and environmental risks, risks of force 

majeure and specific risks [4, 9]. Here the same event can cause risks which have very different 

effects on execution. The risks need to be evaluated on the basis of a systematic approach, taking 

into account the goals and its structures. 

We introduce the definition of some concepts. 

Definition 4. 

The risk factor   for program Р called the process   , that                   

            , here                        – it is objective relative efficiency (for program) 

     taking into account the risk factor       and without taking into account. 

Definition 5.  

The indicator risk   called fictitious goal   , a single sub-goal of which is a risk factor  . 

A risk factor is a sub-goal for the risk indicators such as    
 and    

. Sub-goals    
 and    

 

are risk indicators, which fully described by degree achievement functions. 

In the general case the instantaneous value       of sub-goal direct achievement    at the 

time t defines by the expression (2). 

When you set goal function to achieve risk-indicator function, you need to consider the 

following features: 

 since goal thresholds satisfy [10]       , then the value of a random process      , 

which determines the risk factor  , must satisfy the condition          , also; 
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 if [      
        ]   , as a risk factor for the purpose of    

, is an indicator of this 

risk, we must choose [       ] instead      . 

 

Conclusions 

The support decision-making approach proposes in this article. This approach can be used for 

the formation of complex information security programs, taking into account the threats and risks. 

Under the threat, we understand a condition of the environment, impacts the efficiency of the task. 

Complex goal-oriented program is executed in this environment. Risk is defined as a result of a 

random event that is caused by the influence of external relative factors. The event is a situation 

arises that affects the execution program. Threat models and risks have been proposed. 
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